
Gr12 Visual Arts    Muizenberg high          TERM 2 WORK 

April 2020 
Visual Arts Grade 12 
Mr Judge (Js) 
 
PRACTICAL: (2-3 weeks work.) 
 
PAT 2: `DOG’ - The following should by now be completed and in your VD’s; 
~ Your cover page, mindmap, initial drawings, artist research, collected visual resources (as 
much as is possible) 
~ Your own photos (if possible), thumbnail sketches of compositional ideas, some experiments 
with media found at home.  
_______ 
Now do the following activities to complete your planning in readiness for making your artwork: 
(Much of the planning can still continue and should continue while you are busy working on your artwork) 

a. Continue with the conceptualization of PAT 2, DOG.  
b. Remember that it is important to personalise your research. 
c. It is important to stress that the purpose of any artwork is to communicate a message – 

to comment, scream or sing about the world we find ourselves in. 

NOTE: 
● When evaluating your ideas, eliminate those that are 'cheesy' (for example `pink hearts’, 

`Disney cartoons’ and sweet things), insincere (for example `world peace’) or overtly pretty 
or lacking in substance (for example a `bunch of roses’). 

● Eliminate sources that are overdone. Nothing in art is new, but you can give it a fresh look. 
There is often a magic in that which others have discarded, overlooked or forgotten. 

● Research, investigation, experimentation, etc. - Sketches, drawings, photos, images, 
collected poems, lyrics and any other material that inspires you; Research on artists that 
have inspired you; Experimentation of media and/or different techniques (25% of 
Sourcebook mark of 50 for Term 2) 

● You should now have many ideas (conceptualization of Weeks 1-2) and should now select 
the best broad idea to further exploration. 

 
This week you must: 
o Explore various options for imagery by taking your own photos (if possible), collect images 

from newspapers and magazines, look at poems, lyrics, etc. for inspiration.  
o Do many thumbnail sketches and drawings to consider various options. It is advisable to do 

drawings from life. Make short notes to explain your thought processes. 
o Research interesting artists who have explored similar concepts as the one you would like to 

use or work in a style that you would like to inspire the one you want to develop. You can 
use your textbook as a resource.  

o Experiment with media and/or different techniques. 
o Explore until you feel satisfied with what you have developed and have a final idea that can 

be further developed by the end of this time period (2 weeks).  
NOTE: All material must relate to the development of your work, substantiating your decisions. 
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THEORY: (2-3 weeks work.) 
 
Chapter 5: Multi-media & new media - alternative, contemporary and popular art forms in 
South Africa. 
 
Week 1, done by Friday April 24; 

- Read the introduction & influences (p.188 - 191). In the last 2-3 weeks you looked at 
international & South African artists who express socio-political issues in their work. The 
next 2-3 weeks you are going to look at international & South African artists who create 
using new media or multimedia. 

 
- Do activity 5.1: p.189, answer all the questions with justified answers (`yes’ and `no’ are 

not acceptable answers). Do some basic internet research to assist you in your answers, 
and of course use your textbook. 

 
Week 2, done by Friday May 01; 

- Read the overview of South African artists (p.192 - 200).  
- You do not need to study this section, but it is important to understand why and 

how artists have used new media or multimedia. 
- This knowledge will help you to answer the visual literacy question (unseen 

example/s) in Question 5.1 especially regarding the possible 
messages/meanings of the given artworks. 

 
- Read about Willem Boshoff, p.219 - 229. Focus on 2 artworks; 

- Table Book (Tafelboek), 1976-9 
- Blind Alphabet, 1990 

 
- Do Activity 5.3: p.230, Discuss Boshoff’s unusual media & use of text. [1½ - 2 pages] 

 
Week 3, done by Friday May 08; 

- Carefully read about Jan Van Der Merwe, p.231 - 242. Focus on 2 artworks;  
- Waiting (Wag), 2000 
- Confessional (Biegbak), 2003 

 
- Do both activities 5.4.1 & 5.4.2 on p.243/4, How artists transform objects & explain & 

define words in relation to two of Vd Merwe’s artworks. 
 

- Answer question 5 on p.420 (both 5.1 & 5.2). This is a mock EXAM question and mirrors 
the type of question you will get in the final NOVEMBER exams.  
You may do internet research & look in your textbooks for information to help you with the unseen 
examples, but remember that you won’t be able to do that in an exam so it would best to try and 
answer in terms of ELEMENTS, PRINCIPLES, COMPOSITION, MOOD, TECHNIQUES, MEDIA 
& MESSAGE. 
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- Tips: 
- Write about artworks, not personal history. 
- Give context. 
- Start by discussing elements, then principles, then discuss & finally give any 

thoughts about possible meanings. NOT the other way around. 
- Link your ideas using linking words such as “and so...”, “this means…”, “we can 

see the same thing in….”, “or…”, “whereas...”, etc. 
- Compare artworks where possible, even if you are not asked to. It will help you 

think of what to write. 
- Finish your thoughts and prove them, don’t make lists of half finished points, one 

sentence after the other. 
- Make a statement of fact (elements & principles), briefly explain the point you are 

making and give at least two reasons why you think this (only one and you could 
easily be making it up), prove what you say by giving a brief description of 
exactly where in the artwork your ideas can be seen, bring in another artwork by 
the artist to corroborate what you say and finally offer a possible meaning. 

 
- Use the following internet links for a past paper. Check out the way marking is done and the 

memo: 
 

- https://www.education.gov.za/Portals/0/CD/2019%20June%20Exams/Non-Languages%2
0May-June%202019%20PDF/Visual%20Arts/Visual%20Arts%20P1%20May-June%2020
19%20Eng.pdf?ver=2019-05-24-083803-000 

 
- https://www.education.gov.za/Portals/0/CD/2019%20June%20Exams/Non-Languages%2

0May-June%202019%20Memos%20PDF/Visual%20Arts/Visual%20Arts%20P1%20May-
June%202019%20Memo%20Eng.pdf?ver=2019-10-14-140249-000 
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